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	ParCo2007 marks a quarter of a century of the international conferences on parallel computing that started in Berlin in 1983. The aim of the conference is to give an overview of the state-of-the-art of the developments, applications and future trends in high performance computing for all platforms. The conference addresses all aspects of parallel computing, including applications, hardware and software technologies as well as languages and development environments. Special emphasis was placed on the role of high performance processing to solve real-life problems in all areas, including scientific, engineering and multidisciplinary applications and strategies, experiences and conclusions made with respect to parallel computing. The book contains papers covering: 1) Applications; The application of parallel computers to solve computationally challenging problems in the physical and life sciences, engineering, industry and commerce. The treatment of complex multidisciplinary problems occurring in all application areas was discussed. 2) Algorithms; Design, analysis and implementation of generic parallel algorithms, including their scalability, in particular to a large number of processors (MPP), portability and adaptability and 3) Software and Architectures; Software engineering for developing and maintaining parallel software, including parallel programming models and paradigms, development environments, compile-time and run-time tools. A number of symposia on specialized topics formed part of the scientific program. The following topics were covered: Parallel Computing with FPGAs, The Future of OpenMP in the Multi-Core Era, Scalability and Usability of HPC Programming Tools, DEISA: Extreme Computing in an Advanced Supercomputing Environment and Scaling Science Applications on Blue Gene. The conference was organized by the renowned research and teaching institutions Forschungszentrum Julich and the RWTH Aachen University in Germany.


	IOS Press is an international science, technical and medical publisher of high-quality books for academics, scientists, and professionals in all fields.


	Some of the areas we publish in:


	-Biomedicine

	-Oncology

	-Artificial intelligence

	-Databases and information systems

	-Maritime engineering

	-Nanotechnology

	-Geoengineering

	-All aspects of physics

	-E-governance

	-E-commerce

	-The knowledge economy

	-Urban studies

	-Arms control

	-Understanding and responding to terrorism

	-Medical informatics

	-Computer Sciences
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Hands-On System Programming with C++: Build performant and concurrent Unix and Linux systems with C++17Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		A hands-on guide to making system programming with C++ easy

	
		Key Features

		
			Write system-level code leveraging C++17
	
			Learn the internals of the Linux Application Binary Interface (ABI) and apply it to system programming
	
			Explore C++ concurrency to take...
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Why There's Antifreeze in Your Toothpaste: The Chemistry of Household IngredientsChicago Review Press, 2007
This book started in my shower.

The label on my shampoo bottle listed many compounds, and, due to my interest in chemistry, most of them were familiar or had obvious functions. However, one compound stood out as puzzling: sodium chloride.

Why was there salt in my shampoo?

Since I wasn't likely to be eating it, I...
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High Performance Parallelism Pearls Volume Two: Multicore and Many-core Programming ApproachesMorgan Kaufmann, 2015

	High Performance Parallelism Pearls Volume 2 offers another set of examples that demonstrate how to leverage parallelism. Similar to Volume 1, the techniques included here explain how to use processors and coprocessors with the same programming – illustrating the most effective ways to combine Xeon Phi coprocessors with Xeon and...
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The PC Doctor's Fix It Yourself GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2004
If you are reading this, you probably have a computer. If I’m right and you do, then there’s a very good chance that it’s important to you, either personally or professionally, or both. Another thing I can safely assume is that you probably know what it feels like when your computer goes wrong.

Computers are all around...
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Kalman Filter Recent Advances and ApplicationsScitus Academics, 2016

	The discussion about the manned spacecraft program was initiated at NASA in 1959.

	Only one year later, Dr. Kalman and Dr. Schmidt linked the linear Kalman filter and the

	perturbation theory in order to obtain the Kalman-Schmidt filter, currently known as the

	extended Kalman filter. This approach would be implemented in 1961 using an...
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Knowledge Cartography: Software Tools and Mapping Techniques (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2008
Knowledge Cartography is the discipline of mapping intellectual landscapes.
The focus of this book is on the process by which manually crafting interactive, hypertextual maps clarifies one’s own understanding, as well as communicating it. 

The authors see mapping software as a set of visual tools for reading and writing in a...
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